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Okay, the above three are in Miami. I'm going to try sequential patterns as my source said 
most of those in there appear to be sequential. That might pop up some additional names and 
locations. 
  
Alright. It's taken awhile, but I've located the below, which is a great starting place. 
Fortunately, a number of the people are in the Federal Detention Center downtown so it 
should be fairly straightforward to get to them. Several women are in Tallahassee. I also 
located folks in Louisiana and one in a private detention center in Texas. There's one in the 
list with a different release date who might not be with the group, but I kept it as it fell in the 
number sequence. Also, there appears to be an Eastern European name for an older woman 
in Tallahassee. I'm going to get this list inside in the hopes that it gives some comfort to the 
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The Federal Detention Center (FDC) in Oakdale, LA is an administrative facility housing male 
pretrial and holdover inmates. It is part of the Oakdale Federal Correctional Complex (FCC).  
An adjacent satellite prison camp houses minimum security male inmates.  
FDC Oakdale is located in central Louisiana, thirty-five miles south of Alexandria and fifty-
eight miles north of Lake Charles. 
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The Federal Correctional Institution (FCI) in Tallahassee, Florida, is a low security facility 
housing female inmates with an adjacent detention center that houses administrative security 
level male inmates. 
FCI Tallahassee is located 3 miles east of downtown Tallahassee on US Highway 319. 













































The Federal Detention Center (FDC) in Miami, Florida, is an administrative facility housing 
male and female inmates.   
FDC Miami is located east of Miami, at the corner of NE 4th Street and N. Miami Avenue. 
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White M   03-26-
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White M   10-11-
2008 
MIAMI FDC 
ANACLETO AJU- 10612- 4 White M   10-11- OAKDALE FDC 
































































































































White M   10-11-
2008 











































































White M   10-11-
2008 
MIAMI FCI 


































White M   10-11-
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White M   10-11-
2008 
OAKDALE FDC 
ELMAN FREDDY 10572- 4 White M   10-11- OAKDALE FDC 







White M   10-11-
2008 
MIAMI FDC 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































White M   10-11-
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White M   10-11-
2008 
OAKDALE FDC 
RONY OTONIEL 10483- 1 White M   10-11- OAKDALE  















































































White M   10-11-
2008 
OAKDALE FDC 
























































White M   10-11-
2008 



























White M   10-11-
2008 
OAKDALE FDC 
LUCILO PORCAS- 10462- 3 White M   10-11- MIAMI FDC 
MICULAX 029 2 2008 

















































































































































White M   10-11-
2008 
BIG SPRING CI 
Approximately 15 percent of the Bureau's inmate population are confined in secure facilities 
operated primarily by private corrections companies and to a lesser extent by state and local 
governments, and in privately-operated community corrections centers. Contract facilities help 
the Bureau manage its population and are especially useful for meeting the needs of low 
security, specialized populations like sentenced criminal aliens. Staff of the Correctional 





Use this address when sending correspondence and parcels to inmates confined at this 
facility.  Inmate funds may also be sent directly to this address. 
 
INMATE NAME & REGISTER NUMBER 
CI BIG SPRING 
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 
2001 RICKABAUGH DR 































































































































































































































































































White M   10-11-
2008 
OAKDALE FDC 

































White M   10-11-
2008 
OAKDALE FDC 



























































































































































































White M   10-11-
2008 
IN TRANSIT 
JULIO LUX-TEPAZ 10383- 2 White M   10-11- OAKDALE FDC 







White M   10-11-
2008 
MIAMI FDC 
 
